
Austria/ Bavarian tour 2013 

Monday 17th: 

Taking part from the UK were Dave & Sue Daniels, Clive Pinker & Margaret Pearson, Dave & Sharron Cox. 

We met up at a travel lodge near Canterbury ready for the ferry in the morning. 

Tuesday 18th: 

After a hearty breakfast we set off for the 10.00am ferry, as usual, we were tucked between the Lorries right at the front, which 

makes for a quick getaway on the other side. A calm sea, so even Sharron (with the trusty wrist bands for sea sickness) had a 

good crossing. 

On leaving the port the weather is being kind to us so it’s down with the hoods. 

As we approached Brussels we were caught in standing traffic, it was awful, the temperature was near to 40 degrees and in the 

Merlins we were cooking and choking on the lorry exhaust fumes. We lost 2.5 hours until Margaret’s excellent map reading skills 

led us to an escape route and were soon making up time; we arrived at our Cologne overnight stop just a little later than 

planned. I have never been more grateful for some liquid refreshment. 

Wednesday 19th: 

Another bright sunny day, so everyone applies a generous amount of sun cream. After breakfast its leg 2 of the journey via 

Frankfurt and on to Nuremburg.  (Temptation is ignored for the race track) Extremely hot day but no hold ups and the scenery is 

lovely, even on the motorways. We pulled into the hotel car park for our overnight stay and there is a horrible noise coming 

from under my bonnet, on investigation, the water header tank has jumped 

off its mount and nestled nicely in the radiator fan oops! With the help of 

gaffa tape and cable ties all is well, fingers crossed. A quick shower and it’s off 

to find food and more well-earned liquid refreshment. 

Thursday 20th: 

An earlier start this morning after the rituals of breakfast and sun cream 

application. The scenery is changing now we’re getting into the hills. After a 

couple of hours it’s fuel time, refreshments and we purchase our Vignette, 

which is like road tax to travel on Austrian major roads and motorways, also a 

slight adjustment on the timing of my car as on the steeper hills it’s pinking, 

this adjustment in the timing made all the difference. 

After passing through beautiful countryside and long tunnels, we arrive at Hotel Hocheck in Altmunster. Ton who had driven 

from Holland is on hand to greet us and guide us to the Merlin reserved bays. The hotel is set on the hillside overlooking Lake 

Traunsee,  

Some of the cars lined up 

Lake Traunsee from the Hotel 



Now that's what I call a cup of tea 

Thursday contd 

We were guided over to the outdoor terrace and long cool beers were ordered 

and swiftly dispatched. The hotel staff conducted check in where we sat and 

handed us our room keys. After we had freshened up it was back down to the 

terrace to meet the rest of the tour participants. There was a lot of hand shaking, 

back slapping and kissing (I liked that the best). 

We were then welcomed by the Mayor of 

Altmunster’s understudy with a glass of 

Sparkling wine and told us a little about the Altmunster area. Fortunately our hosts, Hannes 

and Ursula had got Hannes sister Ingrid to come over from Switzerland to interpret for us, 

which we were extremely grateful for as my German was basic 30 years ago and hasn’t 

improved since! Dave and Sue Daniels are 

presented with a trophy for the car that 

had made the longest trip. 

We enjoyed a BBQ and just a few beers. 

Being so close to the lake the mossies were 

biting hard, everyone was swatting or 

spraying, but it didn’t seem to make much difference. The hotels own 

schnapps was served up to end the evening. 

We then went into the drivers briefing and given our car stickers, tour book, 

polo shirts and caps amongst other little goodies. 

Friday: 

Breakfast is at 8.00am after a hot sticky sleepless night, which was not helped 

by the mossie bites, 8.50 am and everyone dressed in the bright yellow shirts 

are ready for the off. 9.00am prompt and we leave the hotel. Not long after 

leaving the hotel we come to a major intersection and the lead car slows and 

from nowhere a police car appears and two policemen jump out and stop the 

traffic to allow our cars out. This happened a couple of times (I don’t think we 

would get the same cooperation in this country). 

We visited Schuster Classic motor museum, where there were some very nice 

cars including, Jaguar E type, Mercedes 190SL soft top, Porsche and Ferraris amongst others. We also had a quick look at the 

new ones in an adjacent building. 

From the museum we motored along some very pretty roads to St Gilgen, by 

Wolfgangsee, where a car 

park had been reserved for 

the Merlins. Just a short walk 

from here to the restaurant 

Fischerwurt, a lovely 

restaurant on the side of the 

lake, where tables had been 

reserved for us. After a very 

satisfying lunch the girls 

broke loose to do a bit of shopping, after a little shepherding we got the 

ladies back to the car park to find the cars very popular with a lot of admirers 

looking and asking questions. 2.15pm we set off through more pretty villages on the side of the lake and head for Gmunder 

Keramica, where the gents kept explaining there is no room for ceramics in a Merlin. (I think we got away with it!) 

The Mayers understudy left and Hannes 



At 5.00pm we drive round to the market square, again causing quite a stir 

with the locals, this time we are greeted by the Mayor of Gmunden and 

plied with sparkling wine and baguettes. The Mayor then presents a jug to 

Hansi for the best turned out car. 

 

 

 

 

After the presentation we took a boat trip round Lake 

Traunsee.   

 

 

 

After the boat trip we fuel up and head back to the hotel for much 

needed shower. It was another warm evening and we had dinner on the 

terrace again. This evening beacons around the mountains and lakes 

were lit for mid summers night. We retired around 11.00pm 

 

 

Saturday: 

9.00am and we’re heading for the mountains today. Another glorious day, the 

hoods are down and we travel through some beautiful countryside, wide 

gorges and high mountains with snow on the tops. We climb narrow mountain 

passes to Krippenstein, where again parking had been reserved for us. Tickets 

were issued for the cable cars. After disembarking from the first car, we 

ordered our lunch in the restaurant; our meals would be ready for us on our 

return from our next cable car to the top. 

The second cable car afforded us incredible views and you could feel the 

temperature plummet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clive & Margaret snowballing Someone thought it was good fun 



View from our balcony 

 

Back at the bottom and we are away again, more lovely winding roads through mountain passes, then the weather changed so 

quickly. The rain started to come down and very soon was a thunderstorm, we pulled over and through lashing rain we raced to 

put the hoods up. Now thoroughly soaked inside as well as outside the cars, windscreens were steaming up; a little panic 

seemed to set in as cars were now getting spread out. The lead vehicle was having trouble getting their hood fastened. (The lead 

vehicle was an old Mercedes) I set off behind Frank and we hadn’t gone far when tragedy struck. We came across Clive and 

Margaret’s car embedded in a wooden bridge, Dai, who had been following Clive had tried to avoid Clive’s car  but had caught 

his back bumper, which caused Dai to also crash into the bridge. (Look out for the story of “Two of our cars are missing”!!) 

Sharron & I along with Rudy and Ton spent the next 3 hours directing traffic and waiting for the breakdown truck, the rain was 

pelting down and the temperature had dropped there were thunderstorms all around, not the place to be stood under an 

umbrella. Once we had got the cars recovered and Rudy had collected Clive and Margaret from the doctors, we very slowly 

made our way back to the hotel which was a good 60km away; it seemed to take ages in the thunderstorm.  

Sunday: 

After breakfast it was time to load up and say our farewells to most of the 

other participants, some were going on to Italy, others returning home, Dai 

and Clive were busy trying to make contact with their insurance companies 

but weren’t having much luck, so they were going to have to stay another day 

and wait until they could get some information from the insurers. It was 

decided that Sharron and I should go on to Bavaria as planned as there was 

nothing we could do to assist. We departed around 11.00am, it was sad to be 

leaving without the others. 

We took a steady drive to Wallgau in the Bavarian mountains. We were 

staying at the Panaramahotel Karwendelhof. It was a beautiful location, set on the 

hillside looking out onto the mountains. We had just arrived when the owner came out and he loved our car. It turns out he is 

nuts on classic cars and has several in various stages of restoration. It turns out he was in the UK on business when the ash cloud 

in Iceland grounded his flight, so he bought an old London taxi and drove home. (Sounds as nuts as some Merlin owners I 

know!!) The hotel is full of Bavarian character with wooden beams and carvings everywhere. 

When we went down for dinner, we were invited to join them for a drink along with some of their friends as it was Max’s (our 

host) 50th birthday. 

Monday: 

 We both had a really good night’s 

sleep, I’m not sure whether it was 

the cooler mountain air or just the 

schnapps but we were grateful for 

it. The mountains were shrouded 

in cloud and it was raining. 

Today we are going to Schloss 

Linderhof, this is the smallest 

palace King Ludwig II had built but 

was the only one he lived in on a 

permanent basis, and he lived here 

for 8 years.  In the gardens there is 

a small chapel and a cave with a 

lake inside. Inside the house King 

Ludwig wasn’t very sociable and so 

that the servants didn’t watch him eat, he had a table that was lowered through 

the floor, loaded with his food and winched back up to him. 



 

The weather hadn’t improved, so we then drove to Garmisch Partenkirchen. This is where I used to teach winter warfare for the 

army, I haven’t been back for more than 30 years. We found a nice place to have some Goulash soup; this was always my 

favourite when I was here. We also visited Oberammagau as this was another of my sites for skiing. 

Dai phoned to let us know how things were progressing and how everyone in Austria was being so helpful. (I’ll leave the details 

out so you can read it in Dai & Clive’s report) 

Tuesday: 

Dai said he’d heard from Rudy in Italy and that it was -7 and snowing, it is June isn’t 

it!! At least we can see the mountain tops this morning. 

On recommendation of our Hosts, we are heading for Mittenwald this morning. Last 

night I’d had a pasta dish cooked by Max and I liked the cast pans it was cooked and 

served in, they would go nice in my wood fired oven back home, Jelena his wife told 

us where to find them in Mittenwald. Once we had the pans stowed, we headed for 

Leutasch, a very nice walk, a lot of which is on a metal frame clinging to the side of a 

very deep gorge. The walk 

took around one and half 

hours, with steep climbs, 

the water was an icey blue 

colour. As we headed back 

through the forest the sun 

came out and just filtered 

through the canopy. 

We then went a on a circular drive through a mountain pass and back 

into Mittenwald and found a bakery serving delicious baguettes and 

pastries, well it would have been rude not to sample the wares, 

wouldn’t it? 

We arrived back at our hotel with the sun shining, so we sat on the 

balcony with a vodka and sprite, taking in the scenery. 

Tonight Max suggested some Trout from a local lake that he had 

smoked himself, it was very tasty. Before we retired for the night, 

Jelena serves up more schnapps for us all. 

Dai phoned with an update and they are still hoping to be able to join 

us in Bavaria. 

 

Wednesday: 

This morning I take Max for a spin in the Merlin, he had a huge great grin on his face when we returned, much to the 

amusement of his wife Jelena. 

Max suggested we take a route along part of the Alpine road, past lakes Walchensee and Kochelsee, then onto Murnau. Murnau 

is a lovely market town, so clean, we could learn a lot about running successful markets from these people, there were no tatty 

market stalls, they had purpose built vans where the sides fold out and everything looked so nicely presented, wet fish, cheese, 

meats, vegetable and fruit. They have electrical hook ups provided in the street so produce can be kept chilled. 

Here we find yet another bakery serving gorgeous cakes; well we just don’t have the willpower to just walk by. We sat in the 

street in wonderful sunshine, however, by the time we finished the clouds had rolled in over the mountains and it wasn’t long 

before we had more rain.  



Could I get those tracks on a Merlin 

The cloud closing in at the summit 

 

Thursday: 

Today we drive to Garmisch and take the train to Grainau, then the cog 

train up the Zugspitze mountain, this mountain is 2962metres above 

sea level and is Germany’s highest mountain, this was my daily 

commute to work (If I dare call it work). The train takes you through 

some beautiful countryside before the cog train takes you up the 

mountain. You can feel the temperature dropping as you climb. The last 

half an hour you are in a tunnel through the mountain up to the 

Zugspitze plateau. 

 

They had nearly three feet of snow overnight. 

We then took a cable car to the summit, the cloud really closed in and you 

couldn’t see 10 feet in front of you and the temperature had dropped to -3. 

On a clear day you can see for miles but you and Sharron will have to take my 

word for it. 

 

 

Before we left the top it started to snow, by the time we got 

to the bottom it was pouring with rain again, so we made our 

way back to our hotel. 

As we pulled into the car park Max was waiting for us with a 

big grin on his face. It turns out one of his cars is coming home 

after some major restoration; it has been away for a long 

time. It turns out it’s a Mercedes 190sl soft top and was once 

owned by Paul Newman. Max had a diner in the USA for many 

years and he and his diner were once in a Hollywood film. 

Anyway, he needed a push with another car, to make room 

for this one, so I volunteered to help. (Army training should of 

told me not to volunteer) It was supposed to be delivered 

within the hour, however after 2 hours there was no sign of the car. After a phone call, it seems that the guy had set off and run 

into heavy rain so turned around and went back, he’ll deliver it another day. Max then asks me to help him push the other car 

back in, told you I shouldn’t have volunteered. 

I was now ready for more vodka on the balcony. 

Dinner was Jaeger Schnitzel, which is a Schnitzel with a mushroom sauce, which was very tasty. Jelena gave us cake because she 

thought Max had made me work, perhaps volunteering wasn’t so bad. 

Clive phoned with good news, the cars have been bandaged up and they should be with us tomorrow afternoon. 

 

 

 

 

Zugspitze Plateau 



 

Friday: 

We woke to heavy rain and it continued whilst we had breakfast. By 

10.00am it had cleared and the sun came out. Max showed us another 

route along the Alpine road to the lovely hillside town of Bad Tolz. It 

was nice to see all the small independent shops all nicely painted, not a 

chain store anywhere to be seen. We sat in the market square with 

coffee and a toastie and did a bit of people watching. From here we 

took the route suggested by Max via Jacanau and past the south side of 

Walchensee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the way back through Wallgau we stopped off at the cake shop for cake and 

coffee. Clive phoned at 3.00pm to say they had arrived at the hotel so we finished 

up and went to join them. Max was really excited to see more Merlins.  

After they got themselves sorted we met in the bar (where else) to get caught up 

with the last few days events. 

Max cooked us some steaks, very nice. The Austrians had given the guys a cake, so 

they shared that with us and our hosts and of course our hosts brought out the 

schnapps. It was a late night! 

Guess what it’s raining again. 

Saturday: 

Breakfast is taken in glorious sunshine; Max says he thinks we will be 

ok today!! Famous last words!  

We had saved a visit to Neuschwanstein, another one of King 

Ludwigs pads for the others to see, should they make to us. I had 

taken my hood down but we hadn’t been driving for ten minutes 

when, between the mountains you could see the weather changing, 

so I have a quick pit stop to put the hood up before the inevitable, 

and on we go. On a fine day the drive would have spectacular, on the 

wet day we had it was less so. Neuschwanstein is very popular at the 

weekend, the car parks were full. The castle is very impressive, 

However King Ludwig drowned in the lake in mysterious 

circumstances before it was completed. 



We took a more direct route back as it was raining even harder. Merlins weren’t built for this sort of driving, I’m glad I had a new 

hood before I came away. 

Sunday: 

The valley is bathed in sunlight this morning, Clive rushes 

to take a photo before it disappears. 

Max & Jelena wave us off at around 10.00am. We couldn’t 

have wished for better hosts. 

After about an hour we pull into the autobahn services 

and there parked up are Rudy, Gonnie and Henry and 

Connie on their way back from Italy, you couldn’t have 

planned it. Once we’ve had the usual hugs and kisses, we 

drive off together for around 40km until we have to 

change autobahns. 

 

We arrive at our hotel in Karlsruhe in good time. Once showered and rested, Clive takes a stroll and finds us an Italian 

restaurant. It’s Lasagne all round and a couple of German beers to refresh. 

Monday: 

A hearty breakfast and on the way by 10.00am. We had another good run to Liege in Belgium, with no hiccups. On entering 

Belgium, you notice the difference in the quality of the roads, even the autobahns have big potholes, in places they have started 

major roadworks and then they seemed to have abandoned them. Liege looked rundown and dirty, we struggled to find 

somewhere to eat, but eventually found a Turkish bar where the host was good fun and the food adequate. 

Tuesday: 

We get a good start this morning, we were loaded and away by 9.00am, we decided to avoid Brussels and take another route via 

Lille to Dunkirk, this was far better and got us in to Dunkirk early, so we able to take the 4.00pm ferry instead of the 6.00pm. Our 

cars were again loaded with the Lorries, which made for a quick departure in Dover. Just time for quick goodbyes and Dai and 

Sue head back to Wales, Clive, Margaret, Sharron and myself head back round the M25 and M11, we leave Clive and Margaret 

on the A14 and head back up the A1, we arrived home just after 9.00pm. 

 

All three cars arrived home without further incident or mechanical problems. Sharron and I had travelled 2505 miles since 

leaving home on the 17
th

 June. 

I would like to thank all those that took part, especially Hannes, Ursula and Ingrid for their efforts and hope to see you again 

soon. 

Next year Hansi will be organising the German tour, which will be on the border of Luxemburg. That will be a lot closer for us, so 

keep a look out for further information. 

Max & Jelena 


